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Can be divided into two categories: installation guide:
Step-by-step instructions for the installer, please follow
the steps in order to get the results that you desire.
Below are the files for the following models: Sony Xperia
XA1 Plus, XA2, XA1, XA2 Ultra, XA2 Ultra Dual, XZ1, XZ1
Compact, XZ1 Compact Dual, XZ1 Premium, XZ2, XZ2
Compact, XZ2 Premium, Z5, Z5 Compact, Z5 Premium,
Z3, Z3 Compact, Z4, Z3 Dual,Z4, and Z4 Tablet Thank
you for looking at this issue again! What is the difference
between format and wipely exactly I mean I think I know,
but the effect is that all data are wiped in both cases, no
I have managed to install Android 8 on it now using
Xperifirm and, I think, Flashtool (honestly I dont
remember). Then (unfortunately) found that Ubuntu
Touch has been ported for the Xperia X and tried flashing
it. Somehow this failed halfways, and I seem to have the
Ubports recovery on it, but cant get beyond a boot loop
here. Now I tried to go back to Android once again, but
alas, the phone is not responding to Flashtool, I keep
getting this error: [ERROR - The bundle does not match
the connected device]( dot xda-developers dot
com/showpost.phpp=83937781&postcount=8) I does
respond to holding down volume up and power button
until three vibrations, and the LED turns green when I
connect the usb to PC, but [adb devices returns nothing.
Thank you for looking at this issue again! What is the
difference between format and wipely exactly I mean I
think I know, but the effect is that all data are wiped in
both cases, no I have managed to install Android 8 on it
now using Xperifirm and, I think, Flashtool (honestly I
dont remember). Then (unfortunately) found that Ubuntu
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Touch has been ported for the Xperia X and tried flashing
it. Somehow this failed halfways, and I seem to have the
Ubports recovery on it, but cant get beyond a boot loop
here. Now I tried to go back to Android once again, but
alas, the phone is not responding to Flashtool, I keep
getting this error: [ERROR - The bundle does not match
the connected device]( dot xda-developers dot
com/showpost.
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Dear If you dont have the flash tool,please Download
flash tool from the link below and place it in your SD

card,and load it in your PC.You will need the following
software and settings for flashing Stock.Firmware file

should be placed in the sdcard as mentioned
above.Software ======== Flashtool.exe Default

configuration settings: It is default so just try to test if
everything is working fine. If the phone can boot to

recovery or fastboot mode, again try to test if there is
anything wrong with the flashing process.ReBoot

HTC_E5633_Firmware_apk.zip Default configuration
settings: Firmware file name :

HTC_E5633_Firmware_apk.zip Target mode: FullFlash
Flash Size Change Settings as in screenshot (at the same

place as the firmware file) Click on Start. After starting
the flashing process, the phone will reboot. My Xperia C

with Android 8 has no fun keys. Then I tried with the
recovery and the volume down buttons, and it worked. I
also used the Flashtool, and it recognizes my phone as
466, but I get a triple first boot failed. I dont have an SD

card but I installed on internal memory. Seems
everything works fine but I cant enter the recovery mode

and even though I didnt see the first boot failed, the
phone does not boot. A lot of people from xda are

flashing back and forth the Sony Xperia Z5 (D610). One
particular member actually did a video of his process.
Therefore, I decided to share his procedure. Since the
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firmware is not available here, I will just mention the
main steps. I simply flashed it on my Xperia Z3.
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